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introduction the purpose of this experiment is to understand how muscles work using a spring type
clothespin you will squeeze the clothespin for 1 minute until your muscles tire count how many times
you open and shut the clothespin within 1 minute lactic acid fermentation clothespin lab lactic acid is a
by product produced by the body s tissues in order to obtain energy from glucose in the absence of oxygen
a large amount of lactic acid in muscle cells leads to fatigue and can cause muscle cramps materials
clothes pin timer procedure 1 hold a clothes pin in the thumb and index finger of the dominant hand and open
and close it while the other fingers of the hand are held out straight the number of times the clothes pin
opens to its maximum distance in 30 seconds is recorded lab questions to be submitted at end of class
concepts on unit test learning plan 1 review concept of aerobic and anaerobic respiration short
powerpoint 2 explain key difference in anaerobic respiration video 3 students conduct clothespin activity
to experienc e anaerobic muscle fatigue objectives be able to determine level of muscle fatigue by
performing the clothespin exercise evaluate data to determine any change in muscle performance during
sustained exercise compare performance between right and left hand muscles you will experience the
production of lactic acid and the sensation it produces in your muscles the lab will demonstrate how
your body used the resources available to provide you with the energy you need to do work pre lab
questions write the chemical equation for aerobic respiration write the chemical equation for anerobic
respiration count how many times you can tightly squeeze a clothespin in your hand in 20 seconds open
and clothes a clothespin with the thumb and index finger while the other fingers are held out straight
making connections lab hypothesis if you exercise before squeezing a clothes pin then you will not be able
to squeeze it as many times procedure 1 students a and b rest for one minute 2 students squeeze clothes
pin for one minute 3 record the number of times each student squeezed the clothes pin 4 students exercise
for one minute 5 question can you squeeze a clothespin more times in one minute if you exercise or rest
beforehand hypothesis tentative statement about the expected relationship between the variables you can
squeeze a clothespin more times in one minute if you rest first title the effect of exercise and rest on
clothespin squeezing rate clothespin lab investigating line graphs question how does the number of pinches
you are able to do with your fingers change over multiple trials procedure hold the clothespin straight
out and in between the thumb and forefinger of your non writing hand the rest of your fingers should be
closed like a fist this lab will demonstrate how your body uses the resources available to provide you
with the energy you need to do work if then materials 1 clothespin 1 timer 1 pencil 1 data table 1 sheet
of graph paper procedure 1 we squeezed a clothespin for a minute then squeezing it again for another
minute what we also learned people squeezed less on the second because the finger muscles were fatigued
along with the lactic acid build up waste product of fermentation study with quizlet and memorize
flashcards containing terms like what you did what you learned what you did p2 and more conflicting
claims about the effect of exercise on the rate of clothespin squeezing student a claims that a person
will be able to squeeze a clothespin more times in a minute if the person exercises first student a suggests
that exercising produces a faster pulse rate which indicates that blood is getting to the muscles faster
student b study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms like aerobic respiration glucose
atp and more in this experiment you measured the number of times that a clothespin was squeezed in a
minute what purpose in the experiment did the clothespin squeeze data serve 1 control 3 hypothesis 2
dependent variable 4 independent variable 9 clothespin lab background muscle cells rely on aerobic
cellular respiration for their energy needs when muscles are deprived of their customary oxygen they are
capable of functioning but for only a short period of time 1 using the materials available design and
construct a balloon rocket 2 blow up the balloon and clamp it shut with the clothespin again 3 thread
the string through the drinking straw tape the long side of the balloon along the length of the straw 4
have two people hold the ends of the string make sure the string is stretched tight 5 if it is borderless
then you need to make sure you are heading to azabudai hills and you re not looking at old information
as pre covid there was a team lab borderless in odaiba also another completely different location
clothespin translate �� ���� ��� learn more in the cambridge english japanese dictionary



clothespin lab weebly May 26 2024 introduction the purpose of this experiment is to understand how
muscles work using a spring type clothespin you will squeeze the clothespin for 1 minute until your
muscles tire count how many times you open and shut the clothespin within 1 minute
lactic acid fermentation clothespin lab Apr 25 2024 lactic acid fermentation clothespin lab lactic acid
is a by product produced by the body s tissues in order to obtain energy from glucose in the absence of
oxygen a large amount of lactic acid in muscle cells leads to fatigue and can cause muscle cramps
name hour date 20 points uoitbiology12u2014 weebly com Mar 24 2024 materials clothes pin timer
procedure 1 hold a clothes pin in the thumb and index finger of the dominant hand and open and close it
while the other fingers of the hand are held out straight the number of times the clothes pin opens to its
maximum distance in 30 seconds is recorded
metabolic processes sbi4u3 weebly com Feb 23 2024 lab questions to be submitted at end of class
concepts on unit test learning plan 1 review concept of aerobic and anaerobic respiration short
powerpoint 2 explain key difference in anaerobic respiration video 3 students conduct clothespin activity
to experienc e anaerobic muscle fatigue
lab 8 analyzing muscle fatigue ms lopez 8th science Jan 22 2024 objectives be able to determine level of
muscle fatigue by performing the clothespin exercise evaluate data to determine any change in muscle
performance during sustained exercise compare performance between right and left hand muscles
clothespin lab muscle fatigue wanncpbio weebly com Dec 21 2023 you will experience the production of
lactic acid and the sensation it produces in your muscles the lab will demonstrate how your body used
the resources available to provide you with the energy you need to do work pre lab questions write the
chemical equation for aerobic respiration write the chemical equation for anerobic respiration
muscle fatigue lab mrs rasmussen biology Nov 20 2023 count how many times you can tightly squeeze a
clothespin in your hand in 20 seconds open and clothes a clothespin with the thumb and index finger while
the other fingers are held out straight
making connections lab moriah teed Oct 19 2023 making connections lab hypothesis if you exercise before
squeezing a clothes pin then you will not be able to squeeze it as many times procedure 1 students a and b
rest for one minute 2 students squeeze clothes pin for one minute 3 record the number of times each
student squeezed the clothes pin 4 students exercise for one minute 5
state lab review weebly Sep 18 2023 question can you squeeze a clothespin more times in one minute if
you exercise or rest beforehand hypothesis tentative statement about the expected relationship between
the variables you can squeeze a clothespin more times in one minute if you rest first title the effect of
exercise and rest on clothespin squeezing rate
clothespin lab muscle fatigue missascience weebly com Aug 17 2023 clothespin lab investigating line
graphs question how does the number of pinches you are able to do with your fingers change over multiple
trials procedure hold the clothespin straight out and in between the thumb and forefinger of your non
writing hand the rest of your fingers should be closed like a fist
clothespin lab studylib net Jul 16 2023 this lab will demonstrate how your body uses the resources
available to provide you with the energy you need to do work if then materials 1 clothespin 1 timer 1
pencil 1 data table 1 sheet of graph paper procedure 1
labs review biology the clothespin lab flashcards Jun 15 2023 we squeezed a clothespin for a minute
then squeezing it again for another minute what we also learned people squeezed less on the second
because the finger muscles were fatigued along with the lactic acid build up waste product of
fermentation
clothespin lab flashcards quizlet May 14 2023 study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing
terms like what you did what you learned what you did p2 and more
part b investigating claims ms p s page Apr 13 2023 conflicting claims about the effect of exercise on the
rate of clothespin squeezing student a claims that a person will be able to squeeze a clothespin more
times in a minute if the person exercises first student a suggests that exercising produces a faster pulse
rate which indicates that blood is getting to the muscles faster student b
clothespin lab flashcards quizlet Mar 12 2023 study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing
terms like aerobic respiration glucose atp and more



lab making connections collea s corner Feb 11 2023 in this experiment you measured the number of times
that a clothespin was squeezed in a minute what purpose in the experiment did the clothespin squeeze data
serve 1 control 3 hypothesis 2 dependent variable 4 independent variable 9
lab clothespins in class lab notes name studocu Jan 10 2023 clothespin lab background muscle cells
rely on aerobic cellular respiration for their energy needs when muscles are deprived of their customary
oxygen they are capable of functioning but for only a short period of time
lab balloon rockets and newton s laws weebly Dec 09 2022 1 using the materials available design and
construct a balloon rocket 2 blow up the balloon and clamp it shut with the clothespin again 3 thread
the string through the drinking straw tape the long side of the balloon along the length of the straw 4
have two people hold the ends of the string make sure the string is stretched tight 5
team lab borderless what to do before or after Nov 08 2022 if it is borderless then you need to make
sure you are heading to azabudai hills and you re not looking at old information as pre covid there was
a team lab borderless in odaiba also another completely different location
clothespin in japanese cambridge dictionary Oct 07 2022 clothespin translate �� ���� ��� learn more
in the cambridge english japanese dictionary
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